SELF ADVOCACY: FAILURE IS AN OPTION

WI FACETS

APRIL 28, 2020

TIM MARKLE, FATHER AND DIRECTOR OF SRC CYSHCN
ONE YEAR OLD
THREE YEARS OLD

CONSIDER HAVING HIM TESTED
CALLING EARLY CHILDHOOD... DEAL WITH THIS!
WELCOME TO SANDBURG

Testing
Homework
Friends?
BLACKBELT!
CELEBRATE!!
WHETH!
NOW WHAT?
Entering the work force
St. Mary’s
What do you want to do?
2019—DVR

VET TECH!

2020—Madison College
Exposure leads to experience. Experience leads to interests. Interests lead to options.
Hunter is Hunter.
Get my junk out of here.
Find others.
Joy.
CYSHCN Network of Support

- Family Voices of Wisconsin
- PARENT PARENT
- Wisconsin Title V Children and Youth with Special Health Care Needs Program
- WELL BADGER Resource Center
- ABC for Health
- Health Transition Wisconsin
- Wisconsin Medical Home
- Children's Health Alliance of Wisconsin
Thank you!

Go and do amazing things!

TIM MARKLE
TMARKLE@WISC.EDU
DIRECTOR, SRC
CYSHCN